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Longitudinal magnon in the tetrahedral spin system Cu2Te2O5Br2 near quantum criticality
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We present a comprehensive study of the coupled tetrahedra compound Cu2Te2O5Br2 by theory and experi-
ments in external magnetic fields. We report the observation of a longitudinal magnon in Raman scattering in
the ordered state close to quantum criticality. We show that the excited tetrahedral-singlet sets the energy scale
for the magnetic ordering temperatureTN . This energy is determined experimentally. The ordering temperature
TN has an inverse-log dependence on the coupling parameters near quantum criticality.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum fluctuations in antiferromagnetic insulators le
to a reduction of the magnetic moment and to a new mod
which the magnitude of the local order parameter oscilla
the longitudinal magnon~LM ! ~Ref. 1! @see Fig. 1~a!#. This
elementary excitation is absent in classical magnets, wh
the excitations perform a precession of the moment aro
its equilibrium position and are therefore transversally po
ized @see Fig. 1~b!#. The longitudinal mode is difficult to
observe and only recently has a LM been detected by ine
tic neutron scattering in quantum spin-1

2 ~Refs. 2 and 3! and
spin-1 ~Refs. 4 and 5! chain compounds.

Quantum spin fluctuations are of special importance
quasi-zero-dimensional systems with weakly coupled s
clusters. These lattices allow for quantum phase transit
between magnetically ordered states and nonmagnetic ph
with a spin gap.6 The recently discovered7 spin-tetrahedral
compounds Cu2Te2O5X2 (X5Cl, Br! have been shown to
order at transition temperaturesTN

(Cl)518.2 K and TN
(Br)

511.4 K which are strongly suppressed with respect to
magnitude of the intratetrahedral couplings.8 Unconventional
Raman scattering has been found in the magnetic chann8,9

and the occurrence of low-lying singlet excitations has b
proposed.7 Plateaus in the magnetization have been predic
for a related linear chain of spin tetrahedra.10

The nature of the ordered states in Cu2Te2O5X2 has not
yet been settled. The ordering temperaturesTN

(Cl) and TN
(Br)

decrease and rise, respectively, with an external magn
field.8 This unusual magnetic-field-induced stabilization
TN

(Br) motivated in part the present study. A decrease ofTN is
typical for an antiferromagnet in the classical limit. We w
show later on thatTN may rise near a quantum phase tran
tion. This results then indicates Cu2Te2O5Br2 to be close to
criticality.

Here we report the observation of a LM in Cu2Te2O5Br2
by Raman scattering in a magnetic field, and present
0163-1829/2003/67~17!/174405~5!/$20.00 67 1744
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evolution of this mode under the influence of an exter
magnetic field. We believe that this study constitutes the fi
time that a longitudinal magnon is detected optically,
well as the first observation of such a mode in a tetrahe
spin system, i.e., in a system with an even number
spins per unit cell. Furthermore, high-field magnetizati
and other thermodynamic data on pure and substitu
Cu2Te2O5(BrxCl12x)2 are compared via a mean-field anal
sis which allows one to determine the microscopic para
eters for Cu2Te2O5Br2. We find, interestingly, that the scal
of the ordering temperatureTN is set by the~nonmagnetic!
excited singlet of the copper tetrahedron and thatTN has an
essential singularity at criticality.

MEAN-FIELD APPROACH

We assume that the basic spin cluster in this compo
is given by the copper tetrahedron~see the inset in Fig. 2!.
We denote byskl the spin-singlet state of two intratetra
hedral sitesk and l, and by tkl

a the respective triplet states
with a561,0. We start by considering the eigenstates of
isolated tetrahedra with Ht5J1@(S11S2)•(S31S4)#
1J2(S1•S21S3•S4), which consist of two singlets, thre
triplets, and one quintuplet.

For J2,J1 the ground state singletcs1 and the excited
singletcs2 are

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of~a! a longitudinal magnon
and ~b! a transversal magnon.
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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cs15
21

A3
@ t12

0 t34
0 2t12

1 t34
2 2t12

2 t34
1 #, cs25s12s34 ~1!

with eigenenergiesEs1522J11J2/2 and Es2523J2/2
5Es11DEs2, with DEs252J122J2. The three tripletsc t1

a ,
c t2

a , and c t3
a have the~excitation! energiesDEt15J1 and

DEt25DEt352J12J2, with respective eigenstates

c t1
0 5

1

A2
~ t12

1 t34
2 2t12

2 t34
1 !,

c t1
25

1

A2
~ t12

0 t34
2 2t12

2 t34
0 !,

c t1
15

1

A2
~ t12

1 t34
0 2t12

0 t34
1 !,

c t2
a 5s12t34

a , c t3
a 5t12

a s34. ~2!

The quintuplet has the energyDEq53J1. The intertetrahedra
couplings can be described in a mean-field approach by12

HMF52JcM ~S1
z1S2

z2S3
z2S4

z!

and

M5
1

4
^S1

z1S2
z2S3

z2S4
z&, ~3!

with M being the staggered magnetization order parame
Jc here is the sum over all intertetrahedra couplings.

The mean-field HamiltonianHMF couplescs1 and c t1
0 ,

leading to new eigenstates forH5Ht1HMF ,

uw&5coswucs1&1sinwuc t1
0 &,

FIG. 2. Neél temperature~left scale! and spin tetrahedra mean
field moment~right scale! for J2 /J150.66. Shown is the analytic
approximation to leading order by Eq.~7! ~solid line! and the nu-
merical solution of the self-consistency equation~6! ~stars!. The
dashed line ~right scale! is the magnetic moment at zero
temperature equation~8!. Note the logarithmic singularity inTN for
Jc→0.75J1. Inset: Cu tetrahedron with exchange couplingsJ1 and
J2 ~solid and dashed lines!.
17440
r.

uw̃&5sinwucs1&2coswuc t1
0 &, ~4!

with ^w̃uw&50, and new energies

DEw,w̃5
J1

2
@17A1132M2Jc

2/~3J1
2!#, ~5!

with tanw52DEwA6/(4JcM ). uw& is the ground state and
uw̃& can be identified as a longitudinal magnon excitatio
The physical interpretation of this excitation is as follow
WhenJc50 we have isolated tetrahedra, anduw̃& would cor-
respond to the excited intratetrahedral triplet stateuc t1

0 &. For
JcÞ0, uw̃& evolves continuously fromc t1

as a function of

the intertetrahedral couplingJc , and becomes soft at th
transition point to the ordered state. The molecular field a
couplesc t1 with the quintupletcq , though we neglect this
coupling here since we are interested in phases with
transition temperaturesTN for which the high-energy quintu
plet does not contribute significantly.

The calculation of the staggered magnetizationM
5Tr@(S1

z1S2
z2S3

z2S4
z)e2bH#/(4Z) @Eq. ~3!# leads to the

following self-consistency equation:

M5
e2bEw2e2bEw̃

Z
A2

3

tanw

11tan2w
, ~6!

whereb51/T andZ is the partition function for the coupled
tetrahedra system, i.e.,Z5e2bEs11e2bEs21••• . For Jc

5Jc
(qc)53J1/4 the magnetizationM goes to zero and the

system shows a second-order phase transition atTN .

RESULTS

The transition temperatureTN can be obtained from Eq
~6! by imposingM50. Assuming that~i! s2 is the lowest
excited state of a tetrahedron and~ii ! at small temperatures
only the leading order in a 1/T expansion is contributing in
Eq. ~6!, TN can be analytically derived:

TN.DEs2 log21@Jc
(qc)/~Jc2Jc

(qc)!#. ~7!

TN shows an inverse-log singularity close to the quant
critical point atJc5Jc

(qc) . The criticalJc
(qc)53J1/4 is inde-

pendent ofJ2. In Fig. 2 we plotTN as a function ofJc , both
as obtained in the analytic solution Eq.~7! and by numeri-
cally solving the self-consistent equation~6!. Note that for
the regionJc;Jc

(qc) , Eq. ~7! provides a good approximatio
for TN .

The inverse-log dependence of the Ne´el temperature im-
plies thatTN is substantial even near the quantum critic
point, as illustrated in Fig. 2, in contrast to the magnitude
the zero-temperature magnetic moment,

M ~T50!5
1

A6
A12~Jc

(qc)/Jc!
2, ~8!

which has a standard mean-field form13 ~compare Fig. 2!.
For J2.J1 the tetrahedral ground state changes tocs2

and

the nonmagnetic singletcs2
therefore sets the scale forTN .
5-2
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STATES IN AN EXTERNAL FIELD

An external longitudinal magnetic field does not indu
additional couplings in between the different eigenstates,
it leads to shifts in the respective eigenenergies. A transve
magnetic fieldBx induces, on the other hand, a coupling
betweenc t1

0 and c t1
6 @see Eq.~2!#. The mean-field ground

state, which breaks the rotational invariance, can be writ
in lowest order inBx , as

uw,Bx&5cosauw&1
sina

A2
@ uc t1

1&1uc t1
2&], ~9!

with tana5Bx sinw/(J12DEw). In lowest order inBx , the
ground-state energyDEw,Bx

5Ew,Bx
2Ew ,

DEw,Bx
52Bx

2 sin2w/~J12DEw!, ~10!

decreases quadratically withBx .
This result has an interesting consequence for the tra

tion temperature. The energy of the excited singletEs2 is not
affected byBx ; its relative energy to the ground stateDEs2
increases consequently withBx @compare Eq.~10!#. Equation
~7! then tells us that the Ne´el temperature also increase
with Bx .15 An order-of-magnitude estimate of the effe
for Cu2Te2O5Br2 and Bx513 T yields DTN'0.8 K
50.56 cm21, which agrees well with the experimental
observed raise of;1 K already reported in Ref. 8.

For the longitudinal magnon, a calculation analogous
Eq. ~10! leads to

DEw̃,Bx
52Bx

2 cos2w/~J12DEw̃!, ~11!

The resulting change DEw̃,Bx
5Ew̃,Bx

2Ew̃ in the

longitudinal-magnon energy is positive, asJ12DEw̃,0, and
substantially larger than the shift for the ground stateDEw,Bx

~and correspondingly forEs2) since cos2w@sin2w. As we
shall discuss in the next sections, this trend is qualitatively
agreement with the Raman data presented below.

SUBSTITUTION EXPERIMENTS

Specific heat and high-field magnetization have be
measured on Cu2Te2O5(BrxCl12x)2 powder samples withx
51,0.75,0.66, and 0.0.7,8 Substituting Br by Cl leads to a
continuous decrease of the unit cell volume by 7% (x50)
and an increase of the transition temperature from 11.4
18.2 K. Also, other physical properties change continuou
with substitution.14 In our coupled-cluster model we expe
that the decrease of the unit cell volume causes an incr
of the coupling constantJc . We have calculated the specifi
heat

Cv5b2^~H2^H&!2& ~12!

in the mean-field approximation. In Fig. 3 the results a
shown for variousJc values. In the inset of Fig. 3 the evo
lution of the experimentally determined specific heat a
function of substitutionx is presented. Note that the mea
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field results for increasingJc reproduce the continuous shi
of the specific heat anomaly to higher temperatures with
creasingx.

A further support to the interpretation of these systems
that of coupled tetrahedra with a mean-fieldJc intertetrahe-
dra coupling and with aTN ordering temperature is obtaine
from high-field magnetization measurements which are p
sented in Fig. 4. We observe a finite slope for all sample
small fields which increases with decreasingx, and no direct
evidence for a plateau in the magnetization curve is found
plateau atM51/2 is predicted for a one-dimensional cha
of spin tetrahedra with parameters placing the system in
gapped phase.10 The absence of such a plateau in our expe
mental observations would support the fact that these
tems cannot be described as chains of tetrahedra.11 The finite
slope inM (H) at small fields and even forx51 is intrinsic,
and points to the underlying weak Ne´el state. The corre-
sponding anisotropy is observed in single crystal suscept

FIG. 3. Mean-field results for the specific heat of spin tet
hedra coupled byJc . The inset shows the specific heat
Cu2Te2O5(BrxCl12x)2 with x51, 0.66, and 0. The data withx50
and 1 are compiled from Ref. 8.

FIG. 4. High-field magnetization of Cu2Te2O5(BrxCl12x)2

powder samples forx51, 0.75, and 0. The data withx50.66 are
omitted here for clarity. Dotted lines correspond to high field e
trapolations. The kink inM (H,x51) atHSF513.2 T is interpreted
as a spin-flop transition. The inset shows the anisotropic magn
susceptibility of Cu2Te2O5Br2 single crystals.
5-3
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ity shown in the inset of Fig. 4. The transition is evident a
kink in x(T) with a magnetic field perpendicular to th
c-axis.

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

We have performed Raman scattering experiments
c-axis oriented single crystals with diameters�'0.2 mm
and length l'1 mm. The used scattering geometry in~cc!
light scattering polarizations corresponds toA symmetry.8

The magnetic field has been applied perpendicular to
light scattering polarization. In Fig. 5 we present Raman d
for Cu2Te2O5Br2 in magnetic fields up to 6 T. We observe
shift of the low-energy magnetic mode atn long516.3 cm21

523.4 K ~for B50) to higher energies as a function ofB
and the appearance of an additional, magnetic field-indu
mode atnsing523.2 cm21533.2 K (BÞ0). In the inset Fig.
5~a! the low energy spectrum is displayed, with a smal
optical slit width and a higher spectral resolution. The inte
sity of the higher energy mode increases with field. It is n
observable forB50.

In Fig. 5~b! the energies of the respective modes
shown as a function of the magnetic field. While the high
energy mode does not show an appreciable magnetic
dependence~upper open symbols!, the lower energy mode
shows a nonlinear dependence on the magnetic field~lower
full and open symbols!. The full line in Fig. 5~b! is a fit to the
data proportional to the square of the magnetic field. T
dashed curve describing the higher energy mode is pro
tional to the weaker, positive field dependence of the tra
tion temperature as determined by specific heat and mag
susceptibility measurements.8 In the following we shall ar-
gue that these two modes atn long516.3 cm21 and nsing
523.2 cm21 can be identified as a longitudinal magno

FIG. 5. Raman spectra of Cu2Te2O5Br2 in a magnetic field. The
insets show a! spectra with higher resolution and b! the shift of the
nsing523.2 cm21 mode ~upper open symbols! and the n long

516.3 cm21 mode~lower full and open symbols! as a function of
the magnetic field. The dashed line shows the field dependenc
the transition temperature~Ref. 8!, and the full line is a fit to the
data proportional to the square of the magnetic field. The open~full !
symbols show data with high resolution~normal resolution!.
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mode and as an excitation to the second singletcs2 in Eq.
~1!, respectively.

EXCITED SINGLET

We interpret the additional higher energy mode atnsing
523.2 cm21 presented in Fig. 5 as a transition to the seco
singletcs25s12s34. Since this system is noncentrosymme
ric, there is a nonzero Dzyaloshinski-Moriya~DM! ~Ref. 16!
interaction. Assuming a DM contribution to the Raman o
erator, i.e.,HR

(DM );Di j •(Si3Sj) we find a nonzero Raman
matrix element

^cs2uHR
(DM )uw,Bx&;sina;BxM .

The 23.2-cm21-mode would therefore be observable only
the ordered phase and in an external magnetic field, con
tent with experiment. Having identified this mode with th
transition tocs2 we have then that

DEs252J122J25nsing;33 K. ~13!

Considering Eq.~13! and the magnetic susceptibility7,8 for
T.TN we find a good fit withJ1;47 K and J2;31 K
which yields J2 /J1;0.66. The experimental transitio
temperature8 of TN

(Br)511.4 K for Cu2Te2O5Br2 implies via
self-consistency condition~6!, thatJc;0.85J1.

Moreover, recalling Eqs.~7! and ~10!, for Bx56 T the
energy DEs2 of the excited singlet shifts by abou
0.12 cm21. This increase is too small to be resolved by R
man, although the data presented in inset~b! of Fig. 5 seem
to indicate a small increase.

LONGITUDINAL MAGNON

We observe that the mean-field Hamiltonian@Eq. ~3!#
leads to aQ50 ordering forJc.0, and that the soft longi-
tudinal magnonuw̃& should be directly observable in Rama
scattering. ForJc,0 ordering withQ5p would occur and
additional backfolding to the zone center via residual latt
distortions would be necessary. The matrix elem
^w̃uHRuw& of the Raman operatorHR;Si•Sj ( i , j 51, . . . ,4)
is ;cosw sinw. It vanishes in the decoupled-tetrahedra lim
Jc50, w50, and the transition should be observable only
the ordered phase.

Summarizing, the Raman mode atn long516.3 cm21

523.4 K in Fig. 5~i! has been shown8 to become soft at the
ordering temperature, and~ii ! it is observable only in the
condensed phase and its energy increases quadrati
@compare Eq.~11!# with the field. We therefore interpret it a
a longitudinal magnon.

The energy of this mode is strongly suppressed below
mean-field energyEw̃2Ew554 K by dispersion. We can es
timate the magnitude of this suppression by comparison w
the results of a bond-operator theory for a coupled dim
system17,18 ~alternatively one may use a generalized rand
phase approximation approach19!. The effective dimer states
are (cs1 ,c t1

a ). The gap of the longitudinal magnon has th
form17

of
5-4
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D long5DmaxA12~Jc
(qc)/Jc!

2. ~14!

For Cu2Te2O5Br2 we haveJc50.85J1 @(Jc
(qc)/Jc)

250.78#
andD long'0.47Dmax. The energy scaleDmax occuring in Eq.
~14! is set by the longitudinal magnon gap in the classi
Néel ordered state, i.e., in the limit of strong interdimer~tet-
rahedra! couplings, where it has the valueDmax→Jc . With
Jc'0.85J1 andJ1'47 K we then find for Cu2Te2O5Br2 that
D long'19 K, which is qualitatively in agreement with th
experimental valueD long

(expt)5n long523.4 K; see the inset, Fig
5~b!. Due to the renormalization ofD long by the fluctuations
near the quantum-critical point@see Eq.~14!#, we cannot
easily quantitatively estimate its dependence on an exte
magnetic field, as presented in inset~b! of Fig. 5.

COMPARISON WITH Cu 2Te2O5Cl2

The magnitude of the intratetrahedral parameters h
been estimated7 from susceptibility measurements to be sim
lar both for Cu2Te2O5Br2 and the isostructura
Cu2Te2O5Cl2. The substantially enhanced Ne´el temperature8

of TN
(Cl)518.2 K indicates a larger interdimer coupling fo

the Cl compound. This notion is consistent with the Ram
results for doped compounds, which indicate a hardening
the excitations with the Cl content, as predicted by E
~14!.14 We did not attempt a quantitative analysis of the co
pling parameters for Cu2Te2O5Cl2 since we were not able to
hi

. B

r.

.
la,

e
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observe the second singlet as in Cu2Te2O5Br2. Indeed, a
generalized tight-binding analysis of band-structu
calculations11 indicates that the ratio of the intradimer co
plings J2 /J1 in Cu2Te2O5Cl2 is smaller than in
Cu2Te2O5Br2. These findings also suggest that f
Cu2Te2O5Cl2 the excited singlet with energyEs252J1
22J2 should probably be located in the energy range of
magnetic continuum and thus not be observable separat

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comprehensive set of theoretical
experimental data indicating that the isostructural sp
tetrahedral compounds Cu2Te2O5(BrxCl12x)2 constitute a
series of systems with a systematic variation of the mic
scopic parameters with respect to a quantum critical tra
tion. We have pointed out the importance of the low-lyin
singlet for the magnetic state, and reported the observatio
a low-energy longitudinal magnon.
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